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kenson plastics’

center of
excellence
THE KENSON TEAM FURTHERS ITS
FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE THROUGH
ITS LEADERSHIP, BEST PRACTICES,
CUSTOMER SUPPORT, AND TRAINING
PLATFORMS.

CAPACITY STRATEGY
Kenson Plastics Inc. is
defined by its ever-evolving
processes, capabilities, and
high-skilled talent. From the
simplest of designs and
tooling to the most complex
assemblies,
Kenson can help realize a
customer’s vision. Kenson
Plastics maintains a strong
and varied customer
portfolio which includes
aerospace, mass transit,
medical devices, self-service
kiosks, heavy equipment, and
general electronics.

As part of this commitment, the company continues
to satisfy the requirements of their ISO9001:2015 /
AS9100D certification as was evident during the most
recent surveillance audit conducted by Perry Johnson
Registrars.

As part of its dedication
to ensuring quick
responses to customer
needs, Kenson ownership
has added additional
capacity in the means of
equipment, technology,
and warehousing to
accommodate the ebb and
flow of the markets that it
services.

A surveillance audit is a tool where the certification
body verifies that the organization’s quality
management system (QMS) is operational and
effective and that continual improvements are
being achieved. The auditor focuses on components
necessary to properly manage and document a
QMS such as the collection of data, documented
information, records, and processes.

If you would like to learn
more about the capabilities
of Kenson Plastics and
how you can be a part of
our success story please
contact us at: (724) 7766820 or visit our website
kensonplastics.com.

The commitment to defining and maintaining a
culture of excellence is a long-term endeavor that the
Top Leadership of Kenson Plastics Inc. is dedicated to
upholding.

724.776.6820

kensonplastics.com

During the recent June 2020 surveillance audit,
Kenson satisfied all sampling and testing of its
QMS with no findings for corrective action.
As part of this continued focus on excellence,
the Kenson team also launched a new training
platform. The fully customizable, cloud-based
software supports the already well established
Kenson training program with a new eLearning
environment. In addition to traditional training
modules, videos, presentations, etc. this new
platform provides real time access to the
Kenson community for quality alerts and other
rich communication tools such as personal
messages, calendar prompts, and discussion
forums. While many eLearning promotions
isolate their intended audience, the Kenson
team uses this new tool to fully engage and
empower their employees.
Kenson Top Leadership embraces that
achieving the ISO9001:2015 / AS9100
certification is merely the starting point of this
business’ life-long project and incorporates
the QMS tools throughout its processes to fully
support its valued stakeholders – customers,
employees, vendors, partners, and community.

KENSON PLASTICS INC.
COVID-19 RISK MANAGEMENT
AND PREPAREDNESS PLAN:
Kenson Top Leadership instituted their
procedures [REF: KPP-6.3-1 Business Continuity
and Disaster Recovery Contingency Plan
and KSI-6.4-30-1 Pandemic Policy] as part of
their response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Naturally many changes have been engaged
which reflect the evolving times and safety
precautions throughout our communities.
Kenson is dedicated to ensuring a safe, healthy,
and productive work environment for its
employees and in doing so has implemented
a no visitor policy. Only essential entities such
as third-party cleaning and vending services
are permitted on site and along with every
employee, these individuals are also subject
to daily temperature monitoring. Increased
cleaning and sanitizing efforts have been
applied as well. Social distancing is carried
out which include work stations, lunch / break
rooms, and the elimination of meetings in
group settings where such precautions cannot
be managed. Following Pennsylvania and
WHO guidelines, all individuals who access the
Kenson facility must wear masks, are expected
to wash their hands, and must follow the social
distancing protocols in place.

724.776.6820

kensonplastics.com

PERRY JOHNSON
REGISTRARS, INC.

Kenson Plastics Inc.
2835 Darlington Road, Beaver Falls, PA 15010 United States

ISO 9001:2015 and AS9100D

Manufacture of Precision Pressure Formed and Vacuum Formed Plastic Components and
Enclosures
(The assessment was performed in accordance with AS9104/1:2012-01. PJR is accredited under the ICOP scheme)

Terry Boboige, President
Perry Johnson Registrars, Inc. (PJR)
755 West Big Beaver Road, Suite 1340
Troy, Michigan 48084
(248) 358-3388
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